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Project Updote

The first quarter of tggg has seen the Sourh Pacific
Sea Level and Climate Monitoring Project
(SPSL6.CMP) involved in a number of imponant
activities, beginning with the Project Coordinating
Committee (PCC) meeting in Pon Vila, Vanuatu.
Other activities included a workshop for the Niue
Government, preparation of the Training Attach-
ment at Flinders Universiry, production of
curriculum modules for Pacific governments,
promotion of the Project on the Internet and the
naming of the Lennon Sea Level Observatory.

Project Coordinating Committee in Yanuatu
The 8'h Prolect Coordinating Committee (PCC)
meeting took place in Port Vila, Vanuatu from 4-6
February 1998. The aim of the meeting was to
oversee and provide guidance ro NTF regarding
the implementation of the Pacific Project for Year
IV (]uly 98 to June 99). In addition, the PCC
carefully reviewed the reserach and training

Prenrrer of Niue ond SPREP's Chntote Chorrge Offcer, Dr
Cha)opon Koluwin, discussing clrnrote chonge issues.

component of the project to make it more relev'ant

and applicable to the Forum Island Countries
(FICs).

Mr Henry Taiki, Director of Vanuatu Meteoro-
logical Service and representing his Bovernment'
was appointed the chairman of the meeting. Mr
Cliff Brock of AusAID,Dr Bob Brook of the Bureau

of Meteorology, Prof. Roger Mclean of rhe

Australian Defence Force Academy, Dr Chalapan

Kaluwin, Climate Change Officer of the Proiect and

representing SPREP, Mr Bill Mitchell, Acring
Directorof the National Tidal Facility, Dr Volfgang

Scherer, Director-designate of NTF, Mr John Low
of South Pacific Forum Secretariat, Mr Wilson Vuti

of Vanuatu Meteorological Service and Mr Johnson
Naviti of rhe National Planning Office, Port Vila all

p.rrticipated in the meeting.
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Project Stoff Support Niue Government Kaluwin and Dr T Aung, organised by 10 government
The project's Climate Change Officer, Dr Chalap;rn officers who took part in the previous training conduced
Kaluwin, and its Information and Training under our project programme. It was a very clear
Coordinator, DrThan Aung, recently tookpart in indicationofhowmuchNiueansappreciatetheactivities
Niue's First National Launch for Climate Change of ourproject. Onbehalf of theproject,wewouldlike
Enabling Activities Vorkshop at rhe invitation of to say thank you, and in order to show our deep

the Minister for Environment of Niue, Hon. Terry appreciation and affection to Niueans, Dr Aung has

Coe. The worlshop ran from 11-14 March 1998 and was wrinen a special fearure article for Niue in thts Quarterly
organised by the Niue Meteorological Services. One of Nclu^leven

the main objectives was to begin the implementation of
Nir.re'snationalcommunicarionplanunderrheUNFCCC Training attochment in June 1998

(UnircdNadonsFrameworkonClimateChangeConven- There will be another Short Term Training
tion) obligations, which has been funded by the United Attachment, Round IV, at NTF in Flinders
NationsEnivronmentProgramme(LINEP)/Global University from l-19 June i998. This forms pan
EnvironmentFaciliry(GEF)for2years. of the overall project plan to further improve

information dissemination on sea level and climate
Amongst the project staff, Mr Ravi Sharma, Project change issues, technology rransfer and increase
Management Officer of UNEP, Nairobi, Kenya; Dr capaciry building in the Pacific counrries. As usual,
Graham Sem of PICCAP (Pacific Islands Climate thirteen candidates from the member countries of
Change Assistance Programme) and Dr Susan the Pacific have been invited ro parricipate and the
Postawko of SPaRCE (Schools of the Pacific final selection will be made by SPREP and its
Rainfall Climate Experimenr) also panicipared as member governments.
resource personnel and delivered their series of
presentations during the three-day event. Prior ro In order to meet the requirements of the Pacific
the workshop, the resource personnel team visired Island Countries and the suggesrions of the PCC,
Niue High School ro explain the acrivities of thisRoundlVShortTermTrainingAtrachmentwill

SP.aRCE, pICCAp and SpSLETCMp, especially for the be yeT similar to Round III. The following courses

Curriculum Modules on Climate Ch"rrg" 
"nd 

Se" will be re-emphasised:

Level. This special visit was organised by the (t)Project Data Interpretation
Manager of Niue Meteorological Service, Mr /a\r--__
Sionetasi Pulehetoa and the Principal of Niue High (l) lntegrated Loastal zone Management

School. (3)NTF Information System (real-time display)

(4)Usage of Information Systems (internet,/www,/
'Windows 95 etc.)

(5)Simple Treatment on f ides

(6)CIimate Change and Ocean Circulation

(Z) Introduction to Numerical Modelling

(8) Impact Analysis and Vulnerability Assessment with
respect to Sea Level and Climate Change

More detailed information about the above three-
week Training Attachrnent and future training
programmes are available from NTF and SPREP.

Production of Curriculum Modules for
Pacific Countries

Climate Change Officer, Dr Chalapan Kaluwin,
Training Coordinator, Dr Than Aung and Emeritus
Prof. Geof Lennon have almost finished their
editing of Part Two of the Curriculum Modules for
the Pacific Schools. Copies of the Curriculum
Modules: Part One (Physical Science) have been
shipped to SPREP and other sponsoring agencies for

Even though ' the Rock of Polynesia" still does not
have a SEAFRAME gauge, the populariry of the
project seems to be at its greatest here. On the
opening day of the workshop, the Premier of Niue,
Hon. Frank Lui, delivered his presenration and
formally opened the meeting. Over one hundred
people took pan in this event, which was relecast
nationally. Dr Chalapan Kaluwin and Dr Than
Aung of the Pacific Project also delivered their
remarks on climate and sea level changes during
the opening ceremony, and both these and their
technical presentation which followed were
extremely well received. In facr, rhe success of rhe
entire workshop was incredible, and rhe strong
interest shown by Niueans towards climate change
and its impacts was astounding relative to its small
population of just over 2000 people.

Among many other activities and social functions,
the most touching and significanr gathering for the
project was a special welcoming dinner for Dr C



Members of the Prolect Coordinoting Committee ot Port Vilo,
Vo,luotu (Feb 98).

fu.nher promotion in the Pacfic region. The modules will
be distributed in June 1998 to t}e teachers who took p,rt
in the irr.itial development of the modules in 1996, x well

as to the Forum Island Countries and other interested

partics intem ationally.

Promoting the Project on the Internet

In response to rccent feedback from our regr.rlar

readers, we are now in the process of publishing
our report.s on the Internet. To start this process,

the project's current Monthly Data Reporf is ni:rr'
on the Internet at lntp./ /www.ntf.flinders.edu.au./
TEXT/PRJS/PACIFlc/pacific.html. Plans for purt in g,

the Quarterly Nerz,sletter and orher reporrs on sitc
are currently underway, although anyone anxious
to read the newslener online can view it at rhe SPREP

site (hnp'//www.sprep.ory.ws).

The welcoming oddrels wos delivered by the Minirter in Chorgc

for Climote Chonge, Hon. Terry Coe.
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Premrer of Niue, Hon. Fronk Lut, delrvenng his oP€n,ng address for
the C/rmste Chonge Workshop.

In addition, sea levels, tidal predictions, residuals,

meteorological parameters and system information
for the past 24 hours (updated hourly) are

acce ssible on the Inrernet at http:/ /
*' q' r.v. nt f , fl i n de rs. edu. a u / T EXT / PRJ S / PA C I F I C /
online.html. Although we would like to reduce our

printing costs and overseas postage, we will con-

tinue to print the same number of copies on paPer

to -supply libraries, government offices in the
P,,rcific Island Countries and subscribers who do

not have access to the Vorld Vide Veb. $/e would
appreciate indications from those subscribers who
still wish to receive a mailed copy of the Montbly
Dtta Report.

The Training Coordinotor of the proiect being ,flterviewed by the
Niue medio.
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AusAlD Team Reviews the Project
During errlv Mey Au:AID (the ftrnc{ing agencv)

n'ill unrlcrt.rkc ir gc'ner'.rl pcr[ormence rcvicr'"' of
the Pro ject. Thc team, he aclt'c'l by Dr Luc;r T:rcconi.

u'ill visit 11 nunrbcr o[ Forum Countries including
Kiribati, 'fuvrrltr, Samo.r .rnc{ Fiii, to .1ssL'ss whcthe r

or not the proiect is :rchieving its goais and

objectives, p.rrticul:rrly n'itli rele,.'ancc to tl'lc rlecds

oi the PIC govc'rnnrc'nts.

ln Recognition of Frof. G.Lennon's worl<
Eure rirus Professor Geof Lc'nnon, former Director
oi the National Tidal Faciiitv rnd the SPSLSiCMP,
hls received rn irnportlnt rtq':rrd in recognition of
his n'ork on tide g.luges and oce'.rnograpghic
scicncc. An 8'l' ge'ne'ration tide gauge located on

lr'lacqu,rrie Islanc{ was n.rrned a[ter Professor
Lennon, end will be knoq'n as The Lennon Sea

Lcw/ Olrsera-iItot-y, t\[ac11uat'ic IsIan d.

The Lennon Sea Level Observatory, Macquarie lsland

Emerirus Professor Geof Lennon, AO, retired Founding Director of the National Tidal
Facility, Immediate Past Pr,rfessor of Oceanogr;rphy and Dean of the School of Earth

Sciences (Flinders Universiry) for many years has received 'another houour.

On 24 November 7997,;tL a ceremorly at which the Starion Leader 97/98, Michael Carr,
officiated, The Lennon Sea Letel Obsert:atory, Macquarie Island was so named. This tide
gauge installarion is the 8th generation of tide gauge on Macquarie Island. The first was

installed by George Ainswc'rrth in 1912 on the other side of Garden Cove. A tide gauge

bench mark was installed by Leslie Blake at the same time on a rock ourcrop at the head

of Garden Cove and it is still visible today.

The latest generarion of tide gauge was deployed here in December 1993 following the
representations made by Prof. Geof Lennon, the then Director of the National Tidal Facility
in Adelaide, to the Antarctic Division. Prof Lennon was (and still is) a tireless promoter of
rhe importance of the Southern Ocean in regional and global climate variabiliry.

+r+f r.*,ry'i

(-lrntole f hcrige t)flircr olrl lA' (i fl Brurk of Au>AlD dtttn1 tlir-. FCt l'..\u..uti\i
i,'
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Some Features of Proiect Data

Keeping track of AQUATRAK
by A A Suskrn

The AQUATRAK" acoustic water level sensor prime
function is to accurately and reliably measure sea level

changes in the environmentwhere the tide gauges are

installed in the islands. In addition there are 4 other
sensors installed in the tide gauge/equipment and

measuring other meteorological parameters. Our
Monthly Data Repon regularly shows the rezulrc from
the AQUATRAK'sensor as Figure 10, previously
labelled'Data Return lrom Primary AQUATRAK.
Sensor'. The intention of this figure is to display the
data holdings of the primary water level data set for the

project period from all stations.

However, as one of our readers has kindly pointed out,
this figure may give readers the wrong impression of the

reliability of the AQUATRAK" acoustic water level

sensor. (Note that tlre figure has now been retitled). In
an effort to provide a bener understanding of this figure

for our readers, the following explanation is offered.

Gaps inthe data holdings are identifiedwith a figure thar

represens the number of days of missing data. Due to
the lack of space available on the table, one day was

selected as the smallest possible period. In cases where
the figures are consecutive, i.e. 1 1 &ys, the figure 'I' hx
been mist'aken for ' 1 1 1' days. This is being adjusted so

that hopefully in the future it will be much clearer.

The gaps represent the loss of dara rhrough by a number
of reasons. These include:

(1) Loss of satellite signal due to weather conditions or
equipment maintenance at JMA or the Bureau of
Meteorology. This only applies when the in-counrry
telephone is also not working and the missing block of
data cannot be recovered, which highlightsthe need to

keep this important option operational.

(2) Equipment systern malfunction. This may be direct, as

for theJuly loss in Solomon Islands, where a local po\r'er

surge caused major damage to a number of the

equipment modules. Due to the time delay in getting

entry permits, no immediatetechnical services could be

sent from the NTF. Temporary repairs were effecred

with the cooperationof techniciansfrom the Solomon

Island Meteorologicalservice, but ag,ain due to the lack

of a suitable locally available battery further delays were

Figure 10

SEA LEVEL DATA RETURN
iHE NUMBER OF DAYS OF GAP ARE INOICAIED

GAPS INCLUDE TRANSI,IISSION, POlryER AND LOGGER FAILURE

ll i:,.trjr {llsEri I llE I
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encountered awaiting the arrival of one shipped from

Australia.

Malfunctions may also occur indirectly, as for the loss

of data in Tuvalu inJune/Julv. In this case, rals enterd

the equipment hurs and found rhe sensor cabling more

tasty than the local food! They chewed through the

cabling from the prirnary water level sensor along with

the temperature probes associated with the primary

sensor and the water temperature probes. Due to the

distance involved, and the fact thar a site visit to this

group of stations (Tuvirlu/Kirib,ati and Marshall

Islands), was alreadv in the planning stage, a special

sen'icetrip was delayed until all arrangementscould be

finalised for the s'hole trip.

(3) Calibrationand Maintenancevisits. Duringthesevisits

the equipment is shut down for calibration and

maintenance along with the exchange of the primary

sensor. These periods are unavoidableand are kept to a

minimum. During these periods the secondaSy or backup

recording system is in operation so sea level data may

by I L Lutck

A yachsman recendy wrote to the National Tidal Facilicy

widr this query. Unfomrnately, the SEAFRAME Eat€6,
taken on their own, do not tell us much about the nearby

curents. Likewise, ahhough the SEAFRAME dde gauge

still be available, however this data is not shown as the

figure is only meant to represent the primary water level

data.

The NTF wishes to apologise for any inference from the

title of this figure that the loss of rhis data was due

solely to the AQUATRAK'sensor. The loss of data

holdings from failure of the actual primary water level

sensor itself is very minimal, which justifies the NTF's
selection of this sensor for this exactingtask in every
harsh envirorunent. Ve would highly recommend this

technology to anyone seeking extremely accurate,

consi$ent and reliable resulm.

Note: Mr A. A. Suskin is the Instrumenta[ion Specialist

of the South Pacific Sea Level and Climate Monitoring
Project, based at the National Tidal Facility.

Tides in the Tonga region of the Pacific ocean

provides accurate sea level informationat a point, it is
difficult to know the size of the area over which the tide

gauge is representative. Forthis kind of information, we

normally resort to computer models of tides. These

Figure I (o).
Mop of the
Tongan region
showing the
depth contours
of the Tongon
Ridge.
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Figure l(b).
The model
"gridtt
showing the
computational
elements.

models combine available informadon-for example, the
SEMRAME daa anddepth soundinp-andrhe known
physical laws controlling tluid motion, to make
predicdons about the behaviour of rhe sysrem in regions
where data is sparse. The resuhs are summarised in
maps and graphs and can then be used to provide
information not only to yachtsmen, but also to coastil
planners, shipping companies, members of the fishing
industrv andothen. Onezuch model snrdy of thetides
near Tonga has recently been completed at the National
Tidal Facility. This report is a summary and discussion
of the results.

An important aspect of modern ridal modelling is the
availability of global tidal models rhat have become
possible with the advent of the "Era o[ Satellites". The
global tidal model, while nor accurare enough for
regional studies such as this, provides us with an

important first guess ar rhe tidal fluctuarions far our in
the deep ocean. These flucruations are normally much
smaller than those found close ro shore, but without
good estimates of their amplitude, ir would be difficult
to create an accurate regional tidal model.

The model chosen for this study is known as a

"harmonic" modelt. ln oceanography, harmonic models

are less frequently used than orher methods such ,rs

"finite differencing", bur they have certain advanrages

when dealing withinherently harmonic processes zuch

as tides. In the same way rhat white light can be splir by
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a prism into a spectrum o[ reds, blues and so on, the
rise and fall of the tide, as mexured by a gauge, can be

split into a spectrum of pure wavelike fluctuarions.
Each component, or "harmonic'is a response to some

different component, of the astronomical motions of
earth, moon and sun. Scienti*s have given rhese different

components, each with characreristic frequency, narnes

such as 
*M,', 'S,' and so on. The differencesbetween

tides ar different localities can be explained in terms of
different arnounts of the variors "ingredients" (Mr2, 

"t 
.1

that are present. Therefore, once we know the amplftude

and phase of each of these spectral ingredients, or
harmonics, at any location, we can predict the tide far

into the future. ln what follows, I will referto harmonics

by narne: M,, S,, K,, N2, K,, Or, P, andQ,.

ln all sons of numerical models, the fint step is to creare

a "p;nd". Basic'ally, t}ris means dividing the model region

into a large number of cells. The cells are normally
rectang.rlar or rriangular. In this snrdy, a triangular grid

was rued. By allowingthe size of the triangularcells to
vary, it is possible to "zoom in" on the imporunt shallow

regions, while not wasting computertime on the deep

ocean, where the cells are allowed to be relatively large.

Each properry of the system-tidal height, currenr and

so on-is computed by the model for each grid cell.

Afierwards, these properties are ploned out ro create the

graphs that are in this report. Essendally, the compurer

grid is a scaled-down geometry of the ponion o[the real

ocean that we wish to model. Since tidal flows are

E
J
oa
920
=.=gl
c
oJ

185
Latitude
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sensitive to water depth, each cell of the grid must

accurately reflect the depth of the corresponding point
in the real ocean.

The gridding process is ilhstrated in Figures 1a and lb.
The model region includes islands of Tongatapu and

'Eua, which lie onthe Tongan Ridge. Black portions of
the map indicate shoaling regions or groups of small

islands. For simpliciuy, the small islands are not resolved

in the model grid. The deepest water, shown as white
on the map, is more than 7000 metres deep. This is the
"Tongan Trench". To the northwest of Tonga the water

is somewhat less deep, about 3000-4000 metres. The
triangular cells of the model grid (Figure 1b) are

proportional in area to the water depth.

Once the grid is established, we must then assign values

to the 'boundary conditions" of the model domain.
rVhatever final patterns of tidal behaviour occur within
the model, they must precisely match the boundary
conditions we laid down at the shrt. Therefore, if we

find that our model ddes are mrrch bigger rhan those we

actually observe at rhe SEAFRAME gauge at

Nuku'Alofa, we can go back, adjust the boundary
condidons, and renrn the model experiment. This is the

model calibration.

How are boundary conditions chosen in the first
place? Ve have already mentioned the global tidal
models made possible by the advent of satellites;
in particular, they rely on the "satellite altimeter".
Fonunately we don't have to actually deal with the
satellite data directly. For those with Internet
access, it is a relatively simple matter nowadays to

Harmonic

locate and extract solutions from the global ddal models

for the purpose of creating boundary conditions for
more fine-scale models. In our case, after t.esting two
globaltidal models, one known as "tpxo.3": was chosen

to provide boundary conditions. As we said, though, the

global models'are not accurate enough to provide more

than a first guess. At lea-st one (and preferably more than

one) dde gauge is required to properly calibrate our fine-

scale model.

In Table 1 the calibrations are presented for the
amplitudes and phases of each of the eight
harmonics modelled. The two largest components

of the tidal amplitude are M, and Nr. At our
SEAFRAME tide gauge, these are 52 and 12

centimetres. For these two, very little calibration
was required: a 3cm boost to the boundary
conditions for M, and a one degree shift in phase

for Nr. Some smaller amplirude components
(notably S, and Q,), ho*errer, required substantial
phase shifrs.

Once we are sadsfied that the model results are realisdc,

we can create maps of the essential ddal features. Space

does not permit us to present the maps for all eight
harmonicshere. \Ue will confine ourdiscussionto the
"semi-diurnal" components: M2, K2, N2, and S,. The
semi-diurnal components all have periods of
approximately one halfday.

The amplitudes of the tidal harmonics, as

measured at the tide gauge, were given in Table
1. The maps of amplitude (Figure 2) from the
model show how these vary over the Tongan

Tide Gauge Calibration
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gougeonalysis,"Colibration"rsthedifferencebetweenthetwo, oppl,ed tofutureruns.



region. For all four harmonics, the:rmplitude increases

to the €ast. The effect of the submarine Tonge Ridge is

clearly visible both in the amplitude maps rrnd in thosc

of phase (Figure 3). For example, K, phase is roughly'
176" along the northern boundary. Phase fronts
propagate southward along both sides of the Ridge, but
more rapidly in the deeper \e'ater to the east. As a result,

a phase shift of about 20o develops across the ridge near

Nuku'Alofa. A similar pattern can be observed in S,,

where the phase shifr is slightly higher. These explain

the large phxe differences found in the calibration phase

for K, and S,. As the tide gauge is located in an area
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whe r., the phase changes rapidly, it is not surprisingto

find that the global model does not agree perfectly with

the mcasured data.

Tidal currents are often displayed in the form of
"current ellipses". The ellipse is the path a fixed

current vector would trace out in the course of one

tidal cycle. In a channel, such as between two
islands (Figure 4), the tidal currents tend to flow
back ,rnd forth in almost a straight line. Over a

broad shallow region (as in the northeast of the

figure), the direction rotates almost equally

Photo of the tide gcuges to medture seo level chonges off the coost of Tongo
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Figure 2. Amplitude in metres of the main semi-diurnal harmonics.

Figure 3. Phase of the main semi-diurnal harmonics (phase lags in GMT).

10
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rhrough all points of the compass' and the ellipses are

nearlv circular. [n the deep ocean' the tida] currents are

very small.

From the calibration table, we found tiat the amplitudes

of thc M,, K,,N. andS, harmonicswere49,l, 12,and

5 centimetres respectively. One might exPect that the

tidal currents associated with each of these harmonics

would vary accordingly. However, we find that this is

not the case. The current ellipses (Figure a) tell us thar

the S. currents are several times larger than those of N ,

in the Nuku'Alofa viciniry. (Note that the scaling varies

berween rhe two maps) The large S, curents may be due

to the phase shift across the Tongan Ridg".

One pulpose of the model experiment was to identify

regions of trapping of tidal energy. Such regions are

often sites of high primary productivtty, as nutrients are

brought to the surface as a result of tidal upwelling and

vertical mixing. Models provide an ideal tool fortiis type

o f in vestigation. Hi gh productivity sites are normally

observed in plots of "energy flux" as eddyJike
features-placeswhere the arrows form closed loops.

Unfonr.mately, we did not find evidence of this rype of

Figure 4. Tidal ellipses (explained in text)
Note difference in scoles.
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Figure 5. Mean tidal energy flux. Arrows show direction only (not amplitude).
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en€rg)' trapprtrg in any of the harmonics (Figure 5).

However, rhere is indirect evid.ence of eriergtrr

dissipationasssciated wfth tJ:e repid phasc dhange and
ctrrrenw of ttre S;ha,rrnonic, d,hich pointts rlewerrern
side of the Tongan Ridge,x a f,ikely region for d'dal

upwelling.

Returning to thequestion at the start of rhe anicle,
we,ean now saF rhat with *re aid of our rnodel
results we €en predict tidal heigh$ and eurrent$

for any paim in the Tonga region covered by our
model do.rnaie.

Refenences

t. \fldters, E. A. 1986. AFiniteelement model for tidal
and r,esidual circulad,o-n. Corcwi. llppt, Num,

ldethods,2, 
'93-398.

2. Egben, G. D., Bennett, A. F. and Forenan, M. G:. G.

1994. Tope*/Foseitlon tides esti.auted using a

global invens model. l, Geephys. Res., 99, Ctr2,
:x482,1-2+852.

Note: Dr J L ,Luick is a Resirerch Associate based at the
Natisnal Tjdal Faeility gince the beginning ol dre Proiect

Your OPINION

S(r,e arg an:qb-us toh4vsy,eru-feedback on the content and presentatiotr
sf thesouth Pacific Sr:aLe.vel mdClirr ChangeNewslqter.

ls it too techEieal or too banali t0flhat colld we do to make it more
apgealiog v.it$orlr increasing produ .ction so$E?

Spare *fcw nrinutes to lcr is knoqr yeurconstructiv€ opinion

t2
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Children's Education
Beautiful Niue and evidence of mighty natur-al for-ce
I H irlng

At the inaitarion of the Minister in cltarge for Climate Change in Niue, I bad a cbance to dct

ds resource perrson in tlte first Niue National 'Workshop for Climate Change uhich took

place in Niue from 9-11 March 1998. Among many Pacific Islands, Niue seems to be

relatiaely less known to the outside world, perbaps due to its size of population which is

approximately 2000.

Niue is a self-governing country which has

been in free associarion with New Zealand

since 1974. It covers 258 square kilometres

(not small for its populadon) and is situated

to the west of the Cook Islands and to the

east of Tonga. Niue is a single uplifted
coral island in the Pacific, which may
suffer less frorn sea level rise due to
climate change than other islands.
Although it is a member of the South
Pacific Sea Level and Climate Monitoring
Project, a SEAFRAME tide gauge station

has not been est',rblishedyet.

The literacy rate in Niue is as high as 99

percent, and electriciry and piped water are

available to all dwellings. Official languages are Niue,rn

and English and their interest in climate change issues

is extremely high due to the nation-wide effort of the

Niue Meteorological Service. There is a limited export

trade in p.imary products zuch as taro, limes and honey.

Fish, pigs and poultry are used for domesic purposes,

with delicacies such as the local coconut crab being the

tasriest seafood I have ever experienced! The
goverrunent of Niue has highlightedtourism as the most

likely area for economic development. The nation's
unspoilt environment, including diving sites, has the

potential to attract increased numbers of tourists.

During a week stay in Niue, I noticed a big boulder near

my hotel (Niue Hotel)lounge roomr as shown on this

page. In fact, there is a story behind it and it is a

memento of Tropical Cyclone Ofa in early 1990. As one

can imagine from the photo, the boulderis more than

100 metres away from the shoreline. Again the edge of

land is at least 20-25 metres above sea level. Believe it
or not, the -ighty naural force of Tropical Cyclone Ofa

carriedthat big boulder from the shore area of the serr

to the ground where it is sitting now. According to the

hotel manager, an even bigger boulder was throq'n into

;"D4ff

A brg boulder neor the lorrnge roont of Nrue Hotel-o memento
of Tropicol Cyclone Ofo.

theso,immingpool but *rey couldnot keep it inthepool

;rs a souvenir like the one in the photo!

For the Pacilic island communiry, tropical cyclones are

a ver,v familiar disastrous event and almost everyone in

the Pacific is likely to experience it at least once or twice

dunng their lifedme. By definition, a tropical ryclone can

also be cailed a ryphoon (if it occurs west of the dateline)

or a hurricane (if it occurs east of the dateline)- These

Iarge, violent storr$ can cause terrible destruction. The

incredible natural force involved, as experienced in

Troprical Cyclone Ofa in 1990, causes millions of dollan

in damages each year through the effects of winds,

associated waves and the elevated sea levels.

Alth,-,ugh the winds of a tropical cyclone can inflict
much damage, it is typically the huge waves, high

seas rnd flooding that accomPany these storms

that crruse most of the destruction. The high winds

of a tropical cyclone can generat. *r].t "t T4
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Height of
cliff from
the Jeo
level neor
Niue
Hotel.

as 10-15 metres, which may be felt on distant shores days

before the arrival of the storm imelf.

Believe it or not, tropic;rl cyclones actually provide
a valuable sen'ice by removing excess amounts of
hear in the tropics and transferring it to the mid-
latitudes. They release enormous amounts of
energy, typically three to four billion kilowart-
hours of energy each day. An average tropical
cyclone precipitates 10 to 20 billion metric tons o[
water every day.

Tropical cyclones occur in the South Pacific from
November ro May, r'hen the monsoon trough is

in this region. The time in which they are mosr
likely to occur in the central Pacific is during the
times of El Nifio.

An official definition for rropical cyclone is that it
is a large cyc[onic circulation o'uer tropical vtaters.

Cyclonic circulation means the winds rotate
clockwise about the centre of the storm in the
Southern Hemisphere (and anti-clockwise in the
Northern Hemisphere). Tropical cyclones go

through several stages of developmenr.

In general, tropical cyclones require some conditions
that take place only in the tropics. Since they receive their
ene'rgy from he:rt and moisture, an essential requirement
for their lorm,rtion is that the sea surface temperature

shc,uld be greater than 26oC. Other requirements are that

they form within the enr.'ironments which have:

(a) pre-existing lower or upper level disrurbances;

(b)little wind shear (changes in wind speed with
distirnce) with height; and

(c) significant horizontal cyclonic wind shear.

Despite decades of intense research efforts, there are

many aspects of tropical cyclones which still cannot be

explained, zuch as their origins or di$ribudon. However,

some success has been achieved in predictingthe path

of tropical cyclones to warn people in lowJying coa$al

areas to evacuate to avoid possible flooding. This may
decrease the death toll from tropical cyclones

substantially . . . but will do little to prevent more
boulders from landing near my hotel lounge room!

Note:Dr T H Aung is the Training Coordinator of the
South Pacific Sea Level and Climate Monitoring Project and

a regular contributor to the Newsletter for the Pacific
people.
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Do baby turtles follow the moonl
R I Urbon

Due to butnan dctiaities, mdny mdrine species dre currently under tbreat. Island species dre Particulnrly
sensitiae to ltuman disturbances, both because they are r:ery often acclimatised for a particular uay of lde
and because of tbeir small populations. Among them, turtles-once aery common in tbe south Pacific-
baoe now been seriously oaerhunted.

According to the latest statistics, commercial turtle
fisheries have resulted in a decline of runles throughout
the Pacific. The female turtles are e'xily caprured when
they come ashore to lay eggs, and the eggs are often
taken for food. This is a real danger for the future of
the tunles. Although rurtles live a relatively long time,
they develop very slowly and may take 10-15 years to
reach sexual maturiry. Theyonly breedevery few years

and each tunle will mate jtrsr a few rimes in its life. The
turtle may lay around one hundredeggs at a time, yet
the survival rate of these eggs can be less than half,
depending on where the eggs were laid. That's why it is
very important to protect nestingrunles.

Having hatched on the beach, baby rurtles usually swim
out Eo the sea in thousands. They instinctively know
where to go by following the light of the moon. But do

baby rurtles instinaively follow the moon or do flares

on oil platforrns cause confusion?

The lights and oil flares on offshore gas platforms
brighten the night sky and can be seen many
kilometres away. Do they have any effects on
tunle navigation? Scientists have been worried that
young turtles would be easy prey for predators if
they became disoriented. The growing number of
brightly lit offshore platforms would atrract sf,reams

of newly hatched turtles, creating a smorgasbord for

predators. However, tltankfrrlly, a new snrdy by scientists

has foundthatthe effect is minimal.

According to the recent research, baby turrles see the

blue-white end of the light spectrum more than the

orange-red end. Oil and gas flames emit an orange-red

light which is not arlractive to runles, and so rhey will
instinctively continue ro follow the blue-white light of
the moon.

However, it was also found that other human light
sources may be a distraction for the turtles. On
islands, the disorientation of mnle harchlinp was more

likely from the lights of the tennis courts and the local

jery, where there are white arc lamps.

For the sake of the future of turdes, it is advisable that

lighrs near the waterfront areas be shielded or changed

to orrnge-reddish coioured lamps.

Reference

The HELIX: Science with a Twist (No. 58, February/

March 1998), the magazine of CSIRO's Double Helix

Club, PO Box 225, Dickson, ACT 2602, Australia.

Note:Miss Rachel Urbon is the Accounts Officer in

National Tidal Facility. She has a grear love and affecdon for
rhe children and is a good stor;rteller.This anicle is herfirst
attempt at writing for Pacific children.

ln I 995, SPREP

coordinoted th e Pociftc's
compoign to sdve the seo

turtrer.
Materiah and other
informotion obout the

c(,mPoigfl ore avoiloble

from SPREP for those
interested.
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